Regional Refereed Journals

This list of journals was obtained from three sources:

- Pubmed Journals.
- Journal Citation Reports (JCR).
- AB Academic information gateway: Arabic Academic & refereed journals. 
  <http://aymanbustanji.tripod.com/Jnls_arab.html>

To find journals in pubmed the search was made in pubmed journals databases using Arab countries keywords. In order to know the journal’s country of origin, ask pubmed to give the full details of the journal.

To find regional journals in JCR, select journals according to country/territory and specify the regional countries available in the list.

The third source is a web page that has a list of Arabic academic and refereed journals from all disciplines. Only the journals with sciences or social sciences fields were chosen.

1. Acta medica Iranica
2. Abaad for Lebanese & Arabic studies
3. Annals of literature & social sciences
4. Annals of Saudi Medicine
5. Al Azhar medical journal = Majallat al-Tibb al-Azhar [Egypt]
6. Al-Mustaqbal al-'Arabi [Lebanon]
7. Al-Raida / Institute for Women's Studies in the Arab World [Beirut University College]
8. Arabian journal for science and engineering [Saudi Arabia]
9. Arab journal of biotechnology [Egypt]
10. Arab journal of humanities
11. Archives de l'Institut Pasteur de Tunis
12. Astrophysics [Armenia]
13. Bulletin de l'Institut d'Egypte
14. Bulletin of Islamic medicine [Kuwait]
15. Bulletin of the Royal Institute for inter-faith studies [Jordan]
17. Eastern Mediterranean Health Journal [Egypt]
18. Egyptian Heart Journal
19. Egyptian journal of biotechnology
20. Egyptian Journal of Immunology
21. Egyptian journal of orthopedics
22. Emirates Medical Journal
23. International journal of photoenergy [Egypt]
24. Iranian biomedical journal
25. Iranian journal of chemistry & chemical engineering
26. Iranian journal of public health
27. Iranian journal of science and technology
28. Iranian polymer journal
29. Journal for the history of Arabic science [Syria]
30. Journal of drug research [Egypt]
31. Journal of Egyptian Society of Cardio-Surgeons
32. Journal of Humanities & Social Sciences [Iraq]
33. Journal of middle eastern studies
34. Journal of Palestine studies [Beirut]
35. Journal of Social Sciences
36. Journal of the Bahrain Medical Society = Majallat Jam'iyat al-Atibba' al-Bahrainiyah
37. Journal of the Dental School [National University of Iran]
38. Journal of the Egyptian National Cancer Institute
39. Journal Of The Egyptian Society Of Obstetrics And Gynecology
40. Journal of the Egyptian Society of Parasitology
41. Journal of the gulf and arabian peninsula studies [Jordan]
42. Journal of the King Saud University Science [Saudi Arabia]
43. Kuwait journal of science and engineering
44. Kuwait medical journal
45. La Tunisie medicale
46. Le Journal medical libanais. The Lebanese medical journal.
47. Les cahiers de Tunisie
48. Letters in organic chemistry [United Arab Emirates]
49. Maghreb medical = al-Majallah al-tibbiyah lil-Maghrib al-‘Arabi [France]
50. Medical updates on therapy, diagnosis and prevention
51. Medical journal of the Islamic Republic of Iran
52. Medical principles and practices: Kuwait Ministry of Public Health [and] National Council of Culture, Arts and Letters [Switzerland]
53. Middle East journal of anesthesiology [Lebanon]
54. New Egyptian journal of medicine
55. New Egyptian journal of microbiology
56. Revue d'histoire maghrébine
57. Revue tunisienne de géographie
58. Revue tunisienne de sciences sociales
59. Revue tunisienne des études de population
60. Saudi Medical Journal
61. Scientific journal of King Faisal University [Saudi Arabia]
62. Sudan journal of population studies
63. Sudan medical journal
64. Sudan notes and records
65. The Ahfad Journal [Sudan]
66. The Arab Economist [Lebanon]
67. The Egyptian journal of rabbit science
68. The Egyptian population and family planning review
69. The Gazette of the Egyptian Pediatric Association
70. The Jordan Dental Journal
71. The Journal of the Egyptian Medical Association
72. The Journal of the Egyptian Public Health Association
73. The Journal of the Kuwait Medical Association
74. The medical journal of teaching hospitals and institutes [Egypt]